
Tips & Tricks for Managing ISO Training 
Records with TargetSolutions

Q

Webinar Q&A

Can an acquired structure 
count as facility training

AAs a general rule No that would not 
count, an exception would be a large 
acquired structure such as a commer-
cial building but you should verify 
with your local ISO representative as 
they have the definitive say so.

QIs there a report that we can pull to 
give to ISO when we have the audit.

AYes, you would run a Credential User 
Progress Summary report for each of the 
three trackers and then a Completeions 
report of a few people from each tracker. 
The Completion Report should only 
include training tagged as Compnay, 
Driver, Facility, Officer and Haz-Mat 
shshowing Name of Activity, Date, Dura-
tion, Instructor, Location, Objectives and 
Additional Information Components

QAs it relates to the rollover feature, 
has an adjustment been made so 
the Department can choose which 
classes in the credential rollover? 
Not all training creditable as officer 
training is creditable as company 
training.  This holds true for 
hahaz-mat training as well. 

ANo any item in the 
topic can rollover.

QHas the system been adjusted to credit 
fitness training hour for hour until the 
monthly/annually cap has been met and 
then rolloever excess hours into a 
non-creditable bucket?  ISO does not limit 
the credit it to .33 per session so if a FF works 
out 4 times this month, 1 hour each time, he 
is ois only receiving credit for 1.32 hours of 4 
creditable hours for the month.  I have a 
similar questions for wildland training since 
there is a cap on the number of wildland 
hours creditable to company training. 

ANo but you could set the duration to 0.4 
hours and then in the Company Topic set 
the maximum times an activity could count 
in the topic to 100, which would only 
capture the 40 hrs. maximum allowed. 
Only possible issue would be that limit 
would apply to all activities in the topic.

QIs there an ISO 
Standards Manual?

AYou can go to the MyISOMitigation web 
site and get a copy of the schedule and 
the training requirements are cover on 
pages 37-41

QIf an employee is injured during the 
year for an extended period of time (say 
4 months) does his/her hour 
requirements change or are they still 
held to the same annual hour 
requirement?

AYou would have documentation of such 
absence and provide that to the auditor 
prior to the audit, he will either not 
count them against your overall or 
require a percentage, but they are the 
definitive experts.

QThose that do not respond on 1st alarm. 
Should their training go into the 
"community risk reduction" bucket?

AOnly if they are a Fire Inspector, Fire 
Investigator or Life Safety Educator, the 
other staff personnel have no training 
requiremnets

QWhat is the easiest way to print out 
prior year ISO information, without 
having to change each employee?

AGo to the Training Tracker User Box, click 
gear select Modify Users, Continue, 
Select All Visible, Continue, Enter Date 
Range desired in Apply to All boes at top 
and select Finish, Run desired reports 
and then repeat process to return to 
present time frame.

QAre we able to adjust the ISO activities 
to show if a unit was in service or out 
of service? We are trying to have a one 
stop shop for data collection. 

AThat feature would be available in 
our new Check It application 
contact your Regional Sales 
Manager for more information.

QCan you count a 80 hour hazsmat tech 
class that utilizes a traqining facility as 
facility training hours while conudcting 
hazmat skills?

ANo Hazmat Tech training is 
sepcialty training and cannot 
count towards ISO

QIf a personnel is assigned to 
prevention or inspections, do they 
need to complete all ISO required 
hours to obtain credit? Or id there an 
assignment option in ISO?

ANo they would have to meet the 
Community Risk Reduction 
training requirements

QOnce the credential is renewed can 
you still access the previous years?

AYes, you can always go back and 
look at any date range by 
adjusting the credential.

QDo instructors get ISO credit for 
class taught?

AIf the Instructor is teaching the class 
they should record a completion for 
themself as well as the students when 
documenting. Exception would be if 
they are being paid seperately as an 
Instructor then no credit as they are 
just doing their job.


